Exploring an alternative pathway for Vietnam’s energy future

Renewables have the potential to become the lowest-cost option for Vietnam to meet its energy needs.
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Vietnam’s power system is at an inflection point. Over the past five years, load has increased at an average of about 10 percent a year, a staggering pace. Keeping up with the rapidly growing demand for power will require bringing a significant amount of additional capacity online. By Electricity of Vietnam’s (EVN’s) estimates, this upgrade to the power system will require Vietnam to attract more than $150 billion in new capital investment into the country. With the government nearing its designated debt ceiling, questions remain about how Vietnam will manage to spur sufficient levels of capital investment in the power sector and avoid power shortages, especially in the South, where reserve margins are already razor thin. How Vietnam meets this challenge will have far-reaching implications for its GDP growth potential, trade balance, environmental performance, and energy security.

The McKinsey Global Institute report *Sustaining Vietnam’s growth: The productivity challenge* provides a road map for improving labor and capital productivity to take Vietnam’s economic performance and growth to the next level.

We recently completed a detailed review of the Vietnamese power sector, evaluating alternative pathways to meet the expected load growth. The question is: Which pathway meets Vietnam’s power needs at the lowest cost, with the best opportunity for capital formation, the least impact on public budgets, and the least risk?

Our review of available market data and interviews with industry experts suggests that, even without factoring in externalities, renewables have become the cheapest form of new power generation in the country on a levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) basis (Exhibit 1). The trend is fueled by Vietnam’s remarkable natural endowments of solar and wind power combined with a significant drop in the capital costs of solar and wind over the past five years (75 percent decrease in solar costs and a 30 percent decrease in the cost of wind), which have made the LCOE for new renewables cheaper than traditional thermal generation. Another advantage of renewables is that they are lower risk. They also can be built more quickly versus traditional sources of generation and located more flexibly to meet Vietnam’s load-growth requirements. Additionally, Vietnam’s extensive hydro-generation capacity and the potential to add flexible natural-gas generation, backed by extensive local gas reserves, allow renewable integration at low cost, compared with many markets.

Although the cost decreases may slow in the coming years as wind and solar technologies mature, there is consensus in the market that renewable capital costs will continue to fall. The continued downward trajectory should push renewables to a point where they become a cheaper source of electricity than existing conventional thermal power sources. And, of course, more renewables would support much cleaner national emissions, significantly fewer imports, and substantially more local jobs.

This downward trend in renewable costs combined with Vietnam’s power needs creates an opportunity. In this article, we will discuss the keys to unlocking a Renewables-Led Pathway, including creating suitable market conditions for renewables.
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Vietnam’s current power situation

Spurred by a growing economy and relatively low electricity tariffs, Vietnam’s power sales grew at an average of 11.5 percent per year between 2010 and 2015. To satisfy this growing demand, Vietnam relies on a fleet of generating assets with an installed capacity of about 40 gigawatts. According to EVN’s 2016 annual report, 38 percent of that capacity came from hydropower, 34 percent from coal-fired plants, and 21 percent from natural gas.

The delivered-power mix varies year to year, with the exact ratios largely contingent on annual rainfall totals and the associated impact on hydropower capacity factors. Coal provides the primary baseload power in the North, while natural gas serves as the...
primary baseload power in the South. The strong grid infrastructure in Vietnam consists of about 450,000 kilometers of distribution lines, connecting almost 100 percent of the nation to reliable electric power, and about 25,000 kilometers of transmission lines, including interconnections with China and Laos (used primarily for imports) as well as Cambodia (used primarily for exports).

The market for renewable solar and wind power in Vietnam remains in its infancy, even though Vietnam manufactures 3.4 gigawatts annually for export to Europe and the United States. Vietnam has tremendous natural endowments—four to five kilowatt-hours per square meter for solar and 3,000 kilometers of coastlines with consistent winds in the range of 5.5 to 7.3 meters per second create advantaged solar and wind generation for Vietnam. However, the country has only about 200 megawatts of grid-scale, renewable solar and wind capacity online, primarily through wind projects.

Vietnam’s current power plan requires an investment of roughly $150 billion by 2030 in additional generation assets and grid infrastructure. The power-generation investments focus largely on coal (about 45 additional gigawatts by 2030) and, to a lesser extent, renewables (18 gigawatts by 2030).

Exploring the energy options

We compared two potential pathways for Vietnam, shown in Exhibits 2 and 3. The government’s current Power Master Plan (version 7, revised, referred to in the rest of the article as the Current Plan) defined the base case. The alternative Renewables-Led Pathway was the optimal low-cost case; the low-cost case builds and dispatches capacity to meet hourly demand across the next 15 years under an updated set of market conditions—specifically, a bankable power-purchase agreement (PPA), economic dispatch of hydro resources, and build-out of gas infrastructure in Vietnam. McKinsey’s models for the scenarios indicate quite different potential futures for Vietnam’s power sector:

- **Current Plan.** The Current Plan relies heavily on foreign coal (57 percent of total generation and 47 percent of total capacity by 2030). The current coal-plant build-out is well behind schedule, reflecting the relative cost and complexity of coal-plant construction, creating cost escalation and reliability risks.

- **Renewables-Led Pathway.** This scenario includes wind and solar build-outs (39 gigawatts and 61 gigawatts by 2030, respectively) five times larger than what is now planned and supplemented by natural gas and battery storage to help firm renewables generation.

A key driver behind the divergence in these cases is a higher cost of capital for renewables in the Current Plan. Vietnam needs to be able to attract new capital into the market to meet the country’s energy requirements. A nonbankable PPA, like the one that is currently in place in Vietnam, would require renewables projects to be financed entirely with equity. Discussions with market experts suggest that the cost of equity for renewable power-sector projects in Vietnam ranges in the high teens and is based largely on Vietnam-specific adjustments to the risk-free rate and market risk premium. In contrast, traditional coal plants in Vietnam have historically benefited from very attractive contract terms.

This higher cost of capital is, in many respects, a showstopper for potential renewable developers, limiting Vietnam’s ability to attract significant foreign direct investment. However, it is important to note that the worldwide trend with respect to cost of capital is different from the current situation in Vietnam. In markets that have embraced renewable development, renewables are generally seen as less risky investments, which are rewarded by lenders with a much lower cost of capital. Conversely, lending
more challenging; additional measures such as guarantees or policy lending from state-owned banks might be required. In contrast with a competitive PPA structure, renewables development could attract significant domestic and foreign direct investment.

Cheaper, cleaner, more secure
Our research suggests that along three critical dimensions—cost, cleanliness, and security—the
Exhibit 3  Vietnam’s Renewables-Led Pathway meets electricity demand differently, with three times more installed capacity.

Installed capacity, gigawatts (GW)

- Batteries\(^1\)
- Coal
- Gas
- Hydro dam
- Hydro river
- Pumped storage
- Solar
- Wind

Current Plan\(^3\)
- 52% of new installed capacity comes from coal
- Hydro potential fully realized and 18 GW of solar and wind

Renewables-Led Pathway
- More installed capacity because renewables have lower capacity factor
- \(\sim35\%\) of gas capacity is from fast-ramping, open-cycle gas-turbine plants

End-2015 installed capacity = \(\sim39\) GW\(^4\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Thermal additions</th>
<th>Renewables additions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GW\(^5\)

- Batteries are modeled to have a 4-hour duration.
- Includes oil-fired power plants, bioenergy, and interconnections.
- Removed planned nuclear additions and replaced with supercritical coal as a result of National Assembly decision on November 22, 2016. Current Plan forecast is subject to government meeting its plan; reflects Power Master Plan–7, with understanding that government is currently in process of revising this plan.
- Figures may not sum, because of rounding. Capacity mix is 38.0% hydro, 33.5% coal fired, 2.3% oil fired, 20.7% gas fired, 0.4% nonhydro renewable, and 5.1% diesel and small-hydro power, according to Electricity of Vietnam’s 2016 annual report.
- Net additions for each 5-year period (eg, how many thermal or renewable GW of capacity added between 2015 and 2020).
- Renewables include hydro dam, hydro river, solar, and wind (do not include batteries).
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Renewables-Led Pathway outperforms the Current Plan (Exhibit 4).

**Cheaper**

Following the Renewables-Led Pathway would save Vietnam 10 percent in overall power costs between 2017 and 2030. The key driver of this cost reduction is the savings in fuel costs resulting from a move away from high levels of fuel-intensive thermal generation. Such savings would grow over time as the capital expenditures amortized. To illustrate this fuel cost savings, our analysis suggests that if load growth were to remain flat after 2030, the country would save an additional $45 billion in fuel costs between 2030 and 2040.

**Cleaner**

The starkest difference between the options is in the relative emissions. The Renewables-Led Pathway would yield 1.1 gigatons fewer greenhouse-gas emissions between 2017 and 2030. This represents a 32 percent reduction compared to the Current Plan (Exhibit 4).

### Exhibit 4

The Renewables-Led Pathway is a more compelling vision for Vietnam’s energy future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key results of dispatch modeling¹</th>
<th>Current Plan</th>
<th>Renewables-Led Pathway</th>
<th>Highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cleaner</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Total emissions (2017–30), CO₂ equivalent | 3.5 gigatons | 2.4 gigatons           | • Renewables-Led Pathway reduces key emissions:  
— 1.1 gigatons (32%) reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions  
— 0.58 megatons (33%) reduction in particulate emissions |
| **More secure**                  |             |                        |            |
| Total fuel imports (2017–30), MMBtu² | 18 billion | 7 billion              | • Renewables-Led Pathway limits imported fuels:  
— 440 million fewer tons of imported coal (~70% reduction)  
• Creates additional 465,000 jobs |
| **Cheaper**                      |             |                        |            |
| Total costs³ (2017–30)           | $230 billion | $207 billion           | • Renewables-Led Pathway is 10% cheaper ($23 billion) vs Current Plan:  
— $5 billion increase in levelized capital expenditures  
— $24 billion reduction in fuel costs  
— $2 billion increase in operations and maintenance  
— $6 billion reduction in interest payments |

¹Model run over 2017–40 assumes no increase in power demand beyond 2030 in order to compare with Current Plan, while optimizing capacity for this period.

²One million British thermal units.

³Adjusted for terminal value of assets by end of 2030 or end of 2040 depending on run, assuming sinking fund depreciation; in 2015 dollars (includes capital costs, fixed and variable operations and maintenance, fuel costs, implied fuel subsidies, and interest payments).
gas emissions and 0.6 megatons fewer particulate emissions between 2017 and 2030 than the Current Plan. To help put this in perspective, Vietnam’s total greenhouse-gas emissions in 2014 were 270 megatons—on a path to almost double to 475 megatons by 2020. The Renewables-Led Pathway would also deliver significantly lower sulphur-oxide and nitrogen-oxide emissions.

The case for change is clear: in 2017, Vietnam ranked as the 47th largest economy but the 27th largest emitter of greenhouse gases. The significant increase in emissions that is inevitable in the Current Plan would have serious impact on Vietnam’s air quality, which is already among the worst in Southeast Asia. Today, the 20 coal-fired power plants in the northern region that surround Hanoi consistently drive the air quality below the World Health Organization’s threshold for acceptable air quality. In 2017 alone, Hanoi was in violation of the World Health Organization’s regulations for 257 days; in 2016, Hanoi averaged more than 100 grams per cubic meter of PM10 and almost 50 grams per cubic meter of PM2.5, five times the WHO health limits. The WHO estimates that in 2016, more than 60,000 deaths in Vietnam were linked to these air-pollution levels. Already affected, further deterioration in air quality would have an increasingly detrimental effect on health and economic productivity. The Renewables-Led Pathway would drive a dramatic improvement in health and economic productivity versus the current plan.

More secure
In addition to being cleaner and cheaper, the Renewables-Led Pathway would make Vietnam more secure in three different ways.

Fuel security
The Current Plan would require 37 billion million British thermal units of total fuel, 49 percent of which is anticipated to come from imports. In contrast, the Renewables-Led Pathway would rely on 28 percent less total fuel and 60 percent fewer imports, significantly reducing Vietnam’s reliance on fuel imports—and fossil fuels, more broadly.

Commodity-price security
By 2030, 74 percent of generation in the Current Plan will be tied to coal or gas, which significantly increases exposure to commodity risk. By comparison, 49 percent in the Renewables-Led Pathway electricity will be tied to commodity security. For instance, a 10 percent rise in fuel costs would increase the forecasted savings in the Renewables-Led Pathway by $7 billion between 2017 and 2030 (Exhibit 5).

Societal implications
The Renewables-Led Pathway could create an additional 465,000 jobs between 2017 and 2030, as renewable investment would tend to create more jobs (approximately twice as many) for the same level of investment in the Current Plan.

Addressing concerns about large-scale renewables investment
The government has had valid concerns about investing in renewables at scale. Our analysis shows these concerns can be mitigated.

Integration
Power-system planners often worry about the possibility that increases in renewable power will lead to stranded thermal assets. However, under the Renewables-Led Pathway, thermal-asset utilization will remain high (about 65 percent) for existing facilities because of anticipated load growth. This means existing thermal sources should remain useful for an extended period to time. Moreover, Vietnam’s substantial hydropower capacity reduces the challenge of integrating intermittent renewables, such as wind and solar.

Our analysis also indicates no renewable curtailment by 2030 in the Renewables-Led
Exhibit 5  All sensitivities indicate that the Current Plan underdeploys renewables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Installed capacity by 2030, gigawatts (GW)</th>
<th>Batteries</th>
<th>Solar</th>
<th>Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base cases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Plan</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewables-Led Pathway</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Changes to market structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewables WACC = 4%</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No fuel subsidies</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal WACC = 17%</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market uncertainties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Low coal capital expenditures (capex)⁴   | 34        | 54    | 94   | **High fuel prices** $30 billion (13%) savings vs Current Plan 
Leads to 1% drop in utilization of gas plants over 2017–30 |
| High fuel prices⁵                        | 42        | 66    | 118  | **Low fuel prices** 6 GW additional gas capacity |
| Low fuel prices⁵                         | 28        | 54    | 88   | |
| Slow demand growth⁶                      | 38        | 54    | 101  | |
| Fast demand growth⁶                      | 41        | 64    | 118  | |
| Low renewables capex⁷                     | 30        | 71    | 111  | **High renewables capex** More gas built in South as a result of decreasing competitiveness of renewables |
| High renewables capex⁷                    | 22        | 57    | 85   | **No gas in North** More battery storage needed to meet peak demand, given no access to fast-ramping gas |
| No gas in North                          | 39        | 61    | 117  | |

¹Sensitivities based off Renewables-Led Pathway.  
²Weighted average cost of capital.  
³Savings accrued between 2017 and 2030.  
⁴Assumes ~$1.5/watt for all coal types, based on World Bank’s Vietnam report for thermals, compared with ~$1.8/watt and ~$2/watt for subcritical and supercritical, respectively, coal in base case.  
⁵High/low fuel prices assume coal and gas prices are 20% lower/higher in 2030, compared with base case.  
⁶Slow/fast growth sensitivities assume power consumption grows at 7%/13% from 2021 onward, compared with ~10% in base case.  
⁷Low/high renewables capex assume capital-expenditure declines twice/half as fast as base case.  
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Pathway, as flexibility of hydro resources, local battery-storage additions, and fast-ramping gas can effectively manage renewables intermittency. To account for required grid build-out associated with renewables, the analysis builds in an additional $83 per kilowatt of transmission-infrastructure costs. These costs amount to an additional $5 billion of investment between 2017 and 2030 to ensure 100 percent of the renewable energy is deliverable to major demand centers.

Perception that renewables are more costly, but cleaner, alternatives

Although still widely held, the view that renewables are cleaner but more costly than traditional sources has become increasingly challenged in recent years—in many markets, including Vietnam, new-build renewables are cheaper and lower risk to construct than is traditional coal. The rate of innovation in renewables design and manufacturing, including manufacturing in Vietnam, continues to reduce renewables cost by approximately 10 percent annually, so the view that renewables are more costly will become even less accurate over the next few years as renewables become cheaper than existing coal-fired assets.

Lack of experience with renewable asset development and operation

Building the capabilities to support a mature renewables industry in Vietnam will come with investment at scale. Vietnam is already a sizable manufacturer of solar panels. Vietnam already has a well-developed, reliable power grid. In general, the capabilities required to build and operate renewables are easier to build than are those required for thermal assets (Exhibit 6), supporting much stronger and broad-based local job creation.

Potential negative impact of renewables on related domestic industries

In both the Current Plan and Renewables-Led Pathway, forecasted domestic coal consumption will outpace production (Exhibit 7). Therefore, the Renewables-Led Pathway would not be likely to have an adverse impact on Vietnam’s domestic coal industry but would instead limit the amount of coal imports required to meet demand. And, the Renewables-Led Pathway will lead to lower power costs for energy-intensive domestic industries.

A way forward for Vietnam

There is no silver bullet that will solve Vietnam’s energy challenges. The ability to meet rapidly growing demand while keeping costs low will depend on the creation of financial and regulatory infrastructure that make the market attractive to capable renewables developers. In addition, planners should explore demand-side reduction-and load-control measures, imports through interconnections with China and Laos, and opportunities to make natural gas a more important part of the energy mix.

To make a market for renewables that is attractive enough to encourage project developers to build at the scale required to meet Vietnam’s electricity needs, the government could consider the steps discussed below.

Develop a more attractive power-purchase agreement (PPA) for renewable energy

As currently drafted, Vietnam’s solar and wind PPA is unlikely to spur meaningful investment. It puts too many risks on the shoulders of project developers. Several potential project developers interviewed said the risks left to them would make raising capital extremely difficult. Exhibit 8 compares the risks faced by a utility-scale renewables project with those historically experienced in thermal-plant development. Whereas all elements of a thermal project have historically been subject to negotiation, the current renewable PPA comes as a “take-it-or-leave-it” option, which limits the ability of project developers to offset key project risks. A bankable PPA is a key factor in opening the door to capital
While Vietnam has less experience with renewables, those resources are generally much easier to develop and operate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Overall assessment</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Financing</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Operations and maintenance (O&amp;M)</th>
<th>Decommissioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical complexity of thermal plants leads to longer and more costly project design; larger scale and increased environmental considerations lead to longer approval process.

Purchase-power agreement in Vietnam not bankable for renewables, making financing, especially for foreign investment, more challenging.

Thermal plants are much more technically complex assets and require specialized expertise:
- 3–5 years to construct coal plant
- 1.5–2.0 years for a wind farm
- 6 months–1 year for a solar photovoltaic farm

O&M for thermal plants requires highly specialized technicians; O&M for coal plants has complexity around waste disposal; for renewable O&M, especially solar, much less specialized and easier to build capabilities.

Coal plants require complicated environmental processes to handle ash pits and other solid waste from operations.

---

1World Bank and Asian Development Bank no longer finance thermal projects in Vietnam due to environmental concerns.

---
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Experts familiar with the current project-approval process in Vietnam noted that it is confusing, opaque, and circuitous and requires an unusually large amount of stakeholder engagement with a variety of government agencies. Finding a way to streamline the project-approval process is crucial.

Streamlining the project-approval process and encouraging confidence in would-be investors will be critical to developing a more mature renewables industry.

---

**Exhibit 7** Vietnam’s Current Plan leads to significantly greater need for imported coal.

- **Current Plan**
- **Renewables-Led Pathway**
- **Production**

**Domestic coal supply outpaced by demand, even in Renewables-Led Pathway**

**Renewables-Led Pathway more reliant on gas**

1 Assumes that ~70% of domestic gas production is used for power.

2 One million British thermal units.

**Source:** Decision Number 428 on Revised National Power Development Plan, 2016; Decision Number 403 on Coal Development Plan, 2016; Decision Number 60 on Gas Development Plan, 2016; GreenID; McKinsey analysis
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---

**Standardize and streamline the project-approval process**

Building renewables at scale requires all parties involved to be comfortable with a transparent, replicable, and proven project-approval process.

---
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Engage the private sector

Given the scale of investment required to keep up with Vietnam’s anticipated load growth and the development of a more mature renewables industry, this process and encourage confidence for would-be investors will be critical to developing a more mature renewables industry.

### Exhibit 8

As of today, with five key showstoppers, Vietnam’s purchase-power agreement does not provide sufficient incentives for investment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk management</th>
<th>Utility-scale renewables projects (wind and solar)</th>
<th>Thermal plants (coal and gas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Showstopper</td>
<td>Risk mitigatable</td>
<td>Risk not mitigatable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk not mitigatable</td>
<td>Risk somewhat mitigatable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Risk management

- **Curtailment risk**
  - Electricity of Vietnam (EVN) able to curtail assets with no financial repercussions; only pays for energy received not generated
  - Seller paid on capacity and energy; protection against any curtailment considered necessary for foreign investment; specific clauses that limit potential number of hours for plant shutdown due to EVN’s ability to serve as off-taker

- **Government guarantee**
  - Government does not guarantee in event of EVN default
  - Government generally guarantees part of project value; deal considered unbankable without these assurances

- **Force majeure**
  - No clause covering for political force majeure built into purchase-power agreement (PPA)
  - Covering all forms of force majeure, including political considered standard

- **Dispute resolution**
  - Third-party arbitration resolved in Vietnam, by Electricity Regulatory Authority of Vietnam or courts
  - Third-party arbitration expected to be resolved in Hong Kong or Singapore

- **Fixed tariff**
  - Feed-in tariff (FIT) is adjusted to exchange rate (FX) of last day of previous year, yet no escalation provided
  - Negotiable on both capacity charge and variable component; possible to include escalation

- **Foreign exchange**
  - FIT is adjusted to FX rate of last day of previous year, yet availability of dollar is not guaranteed
  - Government provides guarantee on FX rate and dollar availability for whole or part of converted amount

- **Change in law**
  - Model PPA does not include any specific provision on changes in law and/or tax or costs
  - Off-taker takes part of risk of law or tax regime changing after date of agreement (e.g., supplemental tariff)

- **Transmission or interconnection risk**
  - Model PPA imposes interconnection liabilities on seller
  - Negotiated mechanism for allocation of costs and risk between seller and buyer (e.g., EVN)

---

*Government guarantee for build-operate-transfer thermal possible to decrease over time due to high government debt.*
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Invest in upgrading Vietnam’s transmission
Making the investment in upgrading Vietnam’s transmission grid, including additional domestic and international interconnections, will have the benefit of increasing the overall flexibility of the system and allow for smoother renewable integration.

Toward a stronger energy future
Building a cheaper, cleaner, and more secure energy future for Vietnam will not happen overnight. Other markets further along in development of renewable power greatly benefited from the support of the government. Without exception, governments played a critical role in jump-starting the market, generally through legislation or a public commitment. In addition, governments often helped to accelerate investment through strong incentives and a well-planned, transparent project-approval process.

Vietnam can take several actions now to help lay the groundwork for renewables development:

- Design an easy-to-navigate, transparent, and replicable project-approval process.
- Provide clarity about the future of renewables tariffs after June 2019.
- Conduct a detailed grid-capability assessment, including the assessment of potential optimal sites for new generation assets, to understand exactly what it will take to integrate renewables.
- Accelerate renewable-energy projects, especially those by program sponsors that have enough scale to activate the market and build capabilities (delivering gigawatts versus megawatts).
- Begin serious discussions with potential large private-sector investors looking at opportunities to build renewable capacity in Vietnam.

Recruit experienced developers to build and to teach
The goal should not be just attracting capital. The first large-scale renewables projects should be developed by capable international developers. In addition to guaranteeing on-time delivery, thereby reducing the risk to EVN, these experienced developers should commit to training local installation companies in a wide range of capabilities (such as project development, construction, and operations and maintenance). Teaching Vietnamese installation companies these skills will reduce the capital costs associated with building subsequent renewables plants, lead to job creation in the renewables sector, and give Vietnam a reputation as an attractive place to make a renewable-energy investment.

Make natural gas a more important part of the power-development plan
It might seem counter-intuitive to say that developing a new source of fossil fuel is a key part of this proposed Renewables-Led Pathway, but fast-ramping gas plants are an important part of being able to firm renewable assets. Vietnam has very attractive local natural-gas resources. Additionally, the LCOEs for combined-cycle (not fast-ramping) plants are cost competitive in Southern and Central Vietnam, where gas infrastructure is already largely in place. Finally, gas adds a hedge against the risk of price volatility embedded in global coal prices.

government’s limited ability to raise additional capital, private-sector investment will play a central role in financing the development of additional power-generation assets. The concessionary financing that Vietnam has relied on historically will not be on the scale required to meet Vietnam’s power-sector needs. The best way to ensure private-sector interest is to incentivize investment sufficiently through a viable feed-in tariff, derisked PPA, and transparent project-approval process.
The country needs partners that can commit $50 billion to $150 billion in new capital.

Whether the government decides to follow a Renewables-Led Pathway, the country will need to take action soon or risk potential issues with the power system. Without significant new capital investment and a shift in resource mix, Vietnam’s power system will be at risk.

This is a watershed moment for Vietnam. Renewables are the lowest-cost option for Vietnam to meet its energy needs. Pursuing a Renewables-Led Pathway offers the country the prospect of less expensive, cleaner, and more secure energy. Failure to move forward could leave an estimated $23 billion of value on the table between now and 2030, and more in the years to follow. More important, it would leave Vietnam vulnerable—not only to higher costs and emissions but also with a less secure energy future and being at a global disadvantage to its peers. Successfully executing a Renewables-Led Pathway will lead to domestic and international interest and significant capital investment in clean-energy technologies.

1 In preparing this article, McKinsey relied primarily on three resources: more than 30 interviews with experts who have firsthand experience in the Vietnamese renewables market; a variety of published reports, including consensus forecasts for capital and fuel costs, third-party publications from the World Bank and nongovernmental organizations, and government publications, including draft circulars and Electricity of Vietnam annual reports; and an hourly electricity-dispatch model based on a global model developed by McKinsey’s Energy Insights team and tailored to reflect the realities of Vietnam’s power sector.

2 PM10 is particulate matter 10.0 micrometers or less in diameter; PM2.5 is particulate matter 2.5 micrometers or less in diameter.
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